Introduction
The XMM-Newton satellite is mainly devoted to perform observations in the X-ray band. On-board this satellite are three EPIC cameras that take images and medium resolution spectra, two high resolution spectrographs (RGS), and one optical monitor that can take images or spectra in some optical-UV bands.
A Seyfert 1 is a radio quiet active galactic nucleus (AGN) . Their hard X-ray radiation can be characterised with a power law plus some lines produced by iron, for example, the Fe Ko line at 6.4 keV. The hard power law describes also the continuum in the soft band only in about the 50% of the objects. For the rest it is necessary to add another component to account for the extra flux observed. On this soft band one can find as well the transitions involving He-like and H-like atomos of, among other, Oxygen, Neon, and also absorptions of heavier elements that are produced in clouds of partially ionized gas in movement.
The aim of this work is to be able to characterize the X-ray continuum emission of the Seyfert 1 AGNs and to identify possible emission and absorption features in the X-ray spectra and infer the physical conditions of the material in which they are produced. To do this, we select a small sample of Seyfert 1 galaxies and we perform detailed analysis of all data taken during the XMM-Newton observations.
The sample
We selected a small sample of five objects ( 
Results and Conclusions
From the detailed analysis of the X-ray data taken by the XMM-Newton satellite for these five objects we find that the parameters that define all the continuum components take values that are well within the ranges found in other Seyfert 1 and QSO (Piconcelli et al. 2005) . The indexes of the hard power laws range beteewen 1.2 and 1.8; the lowest values corresponding to the two brightest objects. The soft excess is modelled with a black body component for the lower flux objects with temperatures well within the ranges found in other Seyfert 1 and QSO ik'l'--s() -130keV).
The Fe-Ka line was detected in all the five objects, and it is in general weak. A few emission lines were also detected in the soft X-ray band, mainly Oxygen lines such as the OVII Hea triplet, detected on four of the objects (even though not all the components are always found). Only in UGC 11763 Ne IX and Fe XVIII lines have been found. In fact UGC 11763 is the only one that shows significant spectral structure, with features both in absorption and emission. Two more objects (CTS A08.12 and Mkn 110) show hints of weak absorption, although not significant.
The absorbing material is mainly detected thanks to the presence of a broad absorp tion feature around 15-17A (see Figure 1 ), attributed to an unresolved transition array (UTA) resulting from a blend of lines from iron L. The photoinization code used to model the absorption components was developed by Krongold et al., (2003) and the main pa rameters are: the ionization parameter (U), the column density of the absorbing media and the velocity of the material.
Analysing the absorption features in the UGC11763 spectra we find two partially ionized absorbing components, with distinct ionization states (log U ~ 1.65 and 2.6), and with the same velocity respect to the nucleus, (Cardaci et al., 2009) .
Placing the absorbing components on the thermal equilibrium curve (see Figure 1) , we find that both components lay on stable parts of the curve which is consistent with having the same gas pressure. Adding also the fact that they are kinematically indistinguishable, we conclude that they could constitute two phases of the same medium. This is a very interesting result because the temperature of the low ionization compo nent (T~1.8 x 10sK) is an order of magnitude higher than those found in other Seyfert galaxies meaning that the ions producing the UTA feature are different: in our case Fe XIII to Fe XV and in the other galaxies Fe VII to Fe XII. We have to note that only gas at such high temperature could coexist in pressure equilibrium with the High Ionization Component. 
Summary
Regarding the absorbing material around the central engine of the AGNs studied, we find that only one out of five objects shows clear signs of partially ionized (warm) material.
We could characterize the physcial conditions of material around UGG 11763. For which we find two absorbing components that are consistent with their being in pressure equilibrium, i.e., two phases of the same media (UTA of higher ionization than those found in other AGNs).
